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ABSTRACT
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1 Introduction
One of the central subjects of mathematical physics has been the studies on exactly solvable
models in two dimensions for many years. Infinite dimensional symmetries such as conformal
and current algebra gives powerful tools to investigate systems just on the critical point [1]. It
is now a very important problem how to extend the method developed in the critical theories
to massive field theories and lattice models.
A breakthrough was brought by Frenkel and Reshetikhin [2] who studied the q-deforma-
tion of the vertex operator as an intertwiner between certain modules of quantum affine
algebra Uq(ŝl2 ). They showed that the correlation functions satisfy a q-difference equation,
q-deformed Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equation, and that the resulting connection matrices
give rise to the elliptic solution to Yang-Baxter equation of RSOS models [3] [4]. Using the
q-vertex operators people in Kyoto school [5] succeeded in diagonalization of the XXZ spin
chain and showed that the spectra of the XXZ model is completely determined in terms of the
representation theory of Uq(ŝl2 ). Furthermore, they found an integral formula for correlation
functions of the local operators of the XXZ model [6] by utilizing bosonization of Uq(ŝl2 ) of
level one [7] and the bosonized q-vertex operators.
In a previous paper [8], one of the authors construct the bosonization of U ′q(ŝl2 ) currents
for arbitrary level a` la Wakimoto [9]. In this paper we shall introduce a bosonization of the
“elementary” q-vertex operators, which have exactly the same commutation relations with the
generators of U ′q(ŝl2 ) as the bona-fide q-vertex operators have. They are well-defined operators
acting on a bosonic Fock space, in which all the integrable highest weight modules of a given
level can be embedded. Finally q-vertex operators as intertwiners among these modules are
obtained in terms of the elementary q-vertex operators dressed with the screening charges.
This technique provides a natural framework to write down an integral formula for correlation
functions of the q-vertex operators. Our formula will be useful to examine higher spin chain
[10].
The present article is organized as follows. In section 2 we construct the currents which
give Drinfeld realization of U ′q(ŝl2 ) [11] in terms of free bosons [8]. In section 3 we construct
the “elementary” q-vertex operator. In section 4 we define the Fock space on which the
currents and the elementary q-vertex operators act. We also introduce the screening charge,
which is necessary to calculate correlation functions. Furthermore we give the expression
of the N -point function in terms of the bosonized operators. In section 5 we calculate the
two-point function in a simple case and show the relevance of our formulation. In section 6
we summarize our results and give some remark.
Three appendices are devoted to the detail of calculation in section 5. In Appendix A OPE
formulae among the bosonized operators are listed. In Appendix B we give the normalization
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of the elementary vertex operators. In Appendix C we discuss the response of Jackson integrals
to p-shift of valuables.
2 Free Boson Realization of U ′q(ŝl2)
In this section we briefly recall the bosonization of U ′q(ŝl2 ) [8].
2.1 Definition of Uq(ŝl2 ) To begin with, let us fix notation concerning the affine Lie
algebra ŝl2 [12]. Let P = ZΛ0 ⊕ ZΛ1 ⊕ Zδ be the weight lattice and Q = Zα0 ⊕ Zα1 be the
root lattice endowed with the symmetric bilinear form ( , ) defined by
(Λ0,Λ0) = 0, (Λ0, α1) = 0, (Λ0, δ) = 1, (α1, α1) = 2, (α1, δ) = 0, (δ, δ) = 0,
where Λ1 = Λ0 + α1/2, δ = α0 + α1. As usual, we set ρ = Λ0 + Λ1. We define P
∗ =
Zh0 ⊕ Zh1 ⊕ Zd as the dual space of P . The dual pairing 〈 , 〉 is defined by
〈hi, λ〉 := (αi, λ), (i = 0, 1) for λ ∈ P.
We denote by Pk = {(k − i)Λ0 + iΛ1|i = 0, 1, · · · , k} the set of dominant integral weights
of level k. For simplicity, we set λi = (k − i)Λ0 + iΛ1.
Throughout this paper let q be transcendental over Q with |q| < 1. We use the following
standard notation:
[m] =
qm − q−m
q − q−1 ,
for m ∈ Z.
The quantum affine algebra Uq(ŝl2 ) is an associative algebra over Q(q) with 1, generated
by e0, e1, f0, f1 and q
h(h ∈ P ∗). The defining relations are as follows [13] [14]
qhqh
′
= qh+h
′
, q0 = 1,
qheiq
−h = q〈h,αi〉ei,
qhfiq
−h = q−〈h,αi〉ei,
[ei, fj] = δi,j
ti − t−1i
q − q−1 (ti = q
hi),
e3i ej − [3] e2i ejei + [3] eieje2i − eje3i = 0 (i 6= j),
f 3i fj − [3] f 2i fjfi + [3] fifjf 2i − fjf 3i = 0 (i 6= j).
(2.1)
The algebra U ′q(ŝl2 ) is the subalgebra of Uq(ŝl2 ) generated by {ei, fi, ti (i = 0, 1)}.
The algebra Uq(ŝl2 ) has a Hopf algebra structure with the following coproduct ∆ : Uq(ŝl2 )→
Uq(ŝl2 )⊗ Uq(ŝl2 )
∆(ei) = ei ⊗ 1 + ti ⊗ ei, ∆(fi) = fi ⊗ t−1i + 1⊗ fi, (i = 0, 1)
∆(qh) = qh ⊗ qh h ∈ P ∗.
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2.2 Drinfeld Realization of U ′q(ŝl2 ) The Chevalley generators ei, fi, ti are not convenient
for considering the bosonization. We recall here the Drinfeld realization of U ′q(ŝl2 ) [11] which
we will bosonize. The Drinfeld realization of Uq(ŝl2 ) is an associative algebra generated by
the letters {J±n |n ∈ Z}, {J3n|n ∈ Z 6=0}, γ±1/2 and K, satisfying the following relations.
γ±1/2 ∈ the center of the algebra,
[J3n, J
3
m] = δn+m,0
1
n
[2n]
γk − γ−k
q − q−1 ,
[J3n, K] = 0,
KJ±n K
−1 = q±2J±n ,
[J3n, J
±
m] = ±
1
n
[2n] γ∓|n|/2J±n+m,
J±n+1J
±
m − q±2J±mJ±n+1 = q±2J±n J±m+1 − J±m+1J±n ,
[J+n , J
−
m] =
1
q − q−1 (γ
(n−m)/2ψn+m − γ(m−n)/2ϕn+m),
(2.2)
where {ψr, ϕs|r, s ∈ Z} are related to {J3l |l ∈ Z6=0} by
∑
n∈Z
ψnz
−n = K exp
{
(q − q−1)
∞∑
k=1
J3kz
−k
}
,
∑
n∈Z
ϕnz
−n = K−1 exp
{
−(q − q−1)
∞∑
k=1
J3−kz
k
}
.
(2.3)
The standard Chevalley generators {ei, fi, ti} are given by the identification
t0 = γK
−1, t1 = K, e1 = J
+
0 , f1 = J
−
0 , e0t1 = J
−
1 , t
−1
1 f0 = J
+
−1. (2.4)
2.3 Bosonization of U ′q(ŝl2 ) Let k be a non negative integer. Let {an, bn, cn, Qa, Qb, Qc|n ∈
Z} be a set of operators satisfying the following commutation relations:
[an, am] = δn+m,0
[2n] [(k + 2)n]
n
, [a˜0, Qa] = 2(k + 2),
[bn, bm] = −δn+m,0 [2n] [2n]
n
,
[
b˜0, Qb
]
= −4,
[cn, cm] = δn+m,0
[2n] [2n]
n
, [c˜0, Qc] = 4,
(2.5)
where
a˜0 =
q − q−1
2 log q
a0, b˜0 =
q − q−1
2 log q
b0, c˜0 =
q − q−1
2 log q
c0,
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and others commute.
Let us introduce the free bosonic fields a, b, and c carrying parameters L,M,N ∈ Z>0,
α ∈ R. Define a
(
L;M,N
∣∣∣∣ z;α) by
a
(
L;M,N
∣∣∣∣ z;α) = −∑
n 6=0
[Ln] an
[Mn] [Nn]
z−nq|n|α +
La˜0
MN
log z +
LQa
MN
. (2.6)
b
(
L;M,N
∣∣∣∣ z;α) , c(L;M,N ∣∣∣∣ z;α) are defined in the same way. In the case L = M we also
write
a
(
N
∣∣∣∣ z;α) = a(L;L,N ∣∣∣∣ z;α)
= −∑
n 6=0
an
[Nn]
z−nq|n|α +
a˜0
N
log z +
Qa
N
,
(2.7)
and likewise for b
(
N
∣∣∣∣ z;α) , c(N ∣∣∣∣ z;α) .
Let {an, bn, cn|n ∈ Z≥0} be annihilation operators, and {an, bn, cn, Qa, Qb, Qc|n ∈ Z<0}
creation operators. We denote by : O(z) : the normal ordering of O(z). For example,
: exp
{
b
(
2
∣∣∣∣ z;α)} := exp
{
−∑
n<0
bn
[2n]
z−nq|n| α
}
exp
{
−∑
n>0
bn
[2n]
z−nq|n| α
}
eQb/2zb˜0/2.
Now we define the currents J3(z), J±(z) as follows:
J3(z) = k+2∂z a
(
k + 2
∣∣∣∣ q−2z;−1) + 2∂z b(2 ∣∣∣∣ q−k−2z;−k + 22
)
,
J+(z) = − :
[
1∂z exp
{
− c
(
2
∣∣∣∣ q−k−2z; 0)}]× exp{− b(2 ∣∣∣∣ q−k−2z; 1)} :,
J−(z) = :
[
k+2∂z exp
{
a
(
k + 2
∣∣∣∣ q−2z;−k + 22
)
+ b
(
2
∣∣∣∣ q−k−2z;−1)
+ c
(
k + 1; 2, k + 2
∣∣∣∣ q−k−2z; 0)}]
× exp
{
− a
(
k + 2
∣∣∣∣ q−2z; k + 22
)
+ c
(
1; 2, k + 2
∣∣∣∣ q−k−2z; 0)
}
: .
(2.8)
Here the q-difference operator with parameter n ∈ Z>0 is defined by
n∂z f(z) ≡ f(q
nz)− f(q−nz)
(q − q−1)z .
Define further the auxiliary fields ψ(z), ϕ(z) as
ψ(z) = : exp
{
(q − q−1)∑
n>0
(qnan + q
(k+2)n/2bn)z
−n + (a˜0 + b˜0) log q
}
:,
ϕ(z) = : exp
{
−(q − q−1)∑
n<0
(q3nan + q
3(k+2)n/2bn)z
−n − (a˜0 + b˜0) log q
}
: .
(2.9)
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We give the mode expansions of these fields as∑
n∈Z
J3nz
−n−1 = J3(z),
∑
n∈Z
J±n z
−n−1 = J±(z),
∑
n∈Z
ψnz
−n = ψ(z),
∑
n∈Z
ϕnz
−n = ϕ(z).
(2.10)
and let
K = qa˜0+b˜0 , γ = qk. (2.11)
Then we get the following [8]:
Proposition 2.1 {J3n|n ∈ Z6=0}, {J±n |n ∈ Z} {ϕn, ψn|n ∈ Z}, K, and γ defined by (2.8),
(2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) satisfy the relations (2.2).
2.4 Finite Dimensional Uq(ŝl2 ) Module For l ∈ Z≥0 let V (l) denote the (l + 1)-
dimensional U ′q(ŝl2 )-module (spin l/2 representation) with basis {v(l)m |0 ≤ m ≤ l} given by
e1v
(l)
m = [m]v
(l)
m−1, f1v
(l)
m = [l −m]v(l)m+1, t1v(l)m = ql−2mv(l)m ,
e0 = f1, f0 = e1, t0 = t
−1
1 on V
(l).
Here v(l)m with m < 0 or m > l is understood to be 0. In the case l = 1 we also write
v
(1)
0 = v+ and v
(1)
1 = v−.
We equip V (l)z = V
(l) ⊗Q(q)[z, z−1] with a Uq(ŝl2 )-module structure via
ei(v
(l)
m ⊗ zn) = eiv(l)m ⊗ zn+δi 0, fi(v(l)m ⊗ zn) = fiv(l)m ⊗ zn−δi 0 ,
wt(v(l)m ⊗ zn) = nδ + (l − 2m)(Λ1 − Λ0)
Namely V (l)z is the affinization of V
(l)
We also need the representation of Drinfeld generators on level 0 modules.
Proposition 2.2 Spin l/2 representation of Uq(ŝl2 ) is given in terms of the Drinfeld gener-
ators by
γ±1/2v(l)m = v
(l)
m ,
Kv(l)m = q
l−2mv(l)m ,
J+n v
(l)
m = z
nqn(l−2m+2)[l −m+ 1]v(l)m−1, (2.12)
J−n v
(l)
m = z
nqn(l−2m)[m+ 1]v
(l)
m+1,
J3nv
(l)
m =
zn
n
{
[nl]− qn(l+1−m)(qn + q−n)[nm]
}
,
where v(l)m = 0 if m > l or m < 0.
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3 Elementary q-Vertex Operators
In this section we construct the operators which have exactly the same commutation relations
with the generators of U ′q(ŝl2 ) as the bona-fide q-vertex operators have.
A vector |λ 〉 is called a highest weight vector of weight λ if it satisfies the highest weight
condition1
ei | λ 〉 = 0, ti |λ 〉 = q〈hi,λ〉 |λ 〉 , i = 0, 1.
The left highest weight module V (λ) with the highest weight vector |λ 〉 is defined by
V (λ) := Uq(ŝl2 ) |λ 〉 .
The right highest weight module is defined in a similar manner.
The left (resp. right) highest weight module with highest weight λ ∈ Pk will be denoted
by V (λ) (resp. V r(λ)). We fix a highest weight vector | λ 〉 ∈ V (λ) (resp. 〈λ | ∈ V r(λ)) once
for all. There is a unique symmetric bilinear pairing V r(λ)× V (λ)→ F such that
〈λ |λ〉 = 1, 〈ux |u′〉 = 〈u |xu′〉
∀x ∈ Uq(ŝl2 ), ∀ 〈u | ∈ V r(λ), ∀ |u′ 〉 ∈ V (λ).
3.1 Definition of q-Vertex Operators We recall below the properties of the q-vertex
operators (q-VOs) relevant to the subsequent discussions. For more detail, see [5][15].
Fix positive integers k, l and let λ, µ ∈ Pk. We set ∆λ = (λ, λ+ 2ρ)/2(k + 2).
We shall use the following type of VO2
ΦµV
(l)
λ (z) = z
∆µ−∆λΦ˜µV
(l)
λ (z)
Φ˜µV
(l)
λ (z) : V (λ) −→ V (µ)⊗̂V (l)z (3.1)
The map (3.1) means a formal series of the form
Φ˜µV
(l)
λ (z) =
∑
n∈Z
l∑
m=0
Φ˜m,n ⊗ v(l)m z−n
Φ˜m,n : V (λ)ν −→ V (µ)ν−wt(v(l)m )+nδ
where wt(v(l)m ) = (l − 2m)(Λ1 − Λ0), δ = α0 + α1.
By definition, the q-VO satisfies the intertwining relations
Φ˜µV
(l)
λ (z) ◦ x = ∆(x) ◦ Φ˜µV
(l)
λ (z), ∀x ∈ Uq(ŝl2 ). (3.2)
1 We do not impose the irreducibility conditions f
〈hi,λ〉+1
i |λ 〉 = 0, i = 0, 1.
2This VO is called “type I” in ref. [5]
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From the general arguments on q-VOs [15], in our case there exists at most one VO up to
proportionality. We normalize Φ˜µV
(l)
λ (z) such that the leading term is |µ 〉 ⊗ v(l)m :
Φ˜µV
(l)
λ (z) |λ 〉 = |µ 〉 ⊗ v(l)m + · · · , (3.3)
where · · · means terms of the form u⊗ v,wt u 6= µ.
Proposition 3.1 If we write
Φ˜µV
(l)
λ (z) =
l∑
m=0
Φ˜µV
(l)
λm (z)⊗ v(l)m ,
then
Φ˜µV
(l)
λm−1(z) =
1
[l −m]
{
Φ˜µV
(l)
λm (z)f1 − q2m−lf1Φ˜µV
(l)
λm (z)
}
, m = 1, 2, . . . , l. (3.4)
This is easily checked by evaluating the both sides of (3.2) for x = f1.
For two vertex operators
Φ˜µ1V
(l1)
µ0
(z1) =
∑
n∈Z
l∑
m=0
Φ˜m,n ⊗ v(l1)m z−n1 ,
Φ˜µ2V
(l2)
µ1
(z2) =
∑
n∈Z
l∑
m=0
Φ˜m,n ⊗ v(l2)m z−n2 ,
the composition of these two is defined as a formal series in z1, z2 :
Φ˜µ2V
(l2)
µ1
(z2) ◦ Φ˜µ1V (l1)µ0 (z1) =
∑
Φ˜jm ◦ Φ˜kn ⊗ v(l2)j z−m2 ⊗ v(l1)k z−n1 .
The composition of N q-vertex operators are defined in a similar fashion.
3.2 Elementary q-Vertex Operators In [6] an integral formula for correlation functions
of the local operators of the XXZ model is obtained by utilizing bosonization of the Uq(ŝl2 ) of
level one [7] and the bosonized q-vertex operators. In the same spirit we derive the formulae
for the q-vertex operators for arbitrary level k in terms of bosonic fields a, b and c.
Since the Drinfeld generators are successfully bosonized, we want to know how the inter-
twining properties are expressed in those terms [16].
Proposition 3.2 For k ∈ Z≥0 and l ∈ Z>0 we have
∆(J+k ) = J
+
k ⊗ γk + γ2kK ⊗ J+k +
k−1∑
i=0
γ(k+3i)/2ψk−i ⊗ γk−iJ+i
∆(J+−l) = J
+
−l ⊗ γ−l +K−1 ⊗ J+−l +
l−1∑
i=1
γ(l−i)/2ϕ−l+i ⊗ γ−l+iJ+−i

mod N− ⊗N2+,
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∆(J−l ) = J
−
l ⊗K + γl ⊗ J−l +
l−1∑
i=1
γl−iJ−i ⊗ γ(i−l)/2ψl−i
∆(J−−k) = J
−
−k ⊗ γ−2kK−1 + γ−kK ⊗ J−−k +
k−1∑
i=0
γi−kJ−−i ⊗ γ−(k+3i)/2ϕi−k

mod N2− ⊗N+,
∆(J3l ) = J
3
l ⊗ γl/2 + γ3l/2 ⊗ J3l
∆(J3−l) = J
3
−l ⊗ γ−3l/2 + γ−l/2 ⊗ J3−l
 mod N− ⊗N+.
Here N± and N
2
± are left Q(q)[γ
±, ψr, ϕs|r,−s ∈ Z≥0]-modules generated by {J±m|m ∈ Z} and
{J±mJ±n |m,n ∈ Z} respectively.
By using Propositions 2.2, 3.2 and noting thatN+v
(l)
0 = N−v
(l)
l = 0, N±v
(l)
m ⊂ F [z, z−1]v(l)m∓1,
we get the exact relations
[J3n, Φ˜
µV (l)
λl (z)] = q
2nzn
[nl]
n
· qk(n+|n|/2)Φ˜µV (l)λl (z) n 6= 0,
[Φ˜µV
(l)
λl (z), J
+(w)] = 0, (3.5)
KΦ˜µV
(l)
λl (z)K
−1 = qlΦ˜µV
(l)
λl (z),
which follows from V (µ)⊗ v(l)l components of intertwining relation.
These conditions put stringent constraints on the possible bosonized form φ
(l)
l (z) of vertex
operators Φ˜µV
(l)
λl (z). By the explicit calculation, we can check that if
φ
(l)
l (z) = : exp
{
a
(
l; 2, k + 2
∣∣∣∣ qkz; k + 22
)}
: (3.6)
is substituted for Φ˜µV
(l)
λl (z), then all the commutation relations (3.5) hold. Proposition 3.1
suggest that the other components of the vertex operator should be defined by the following
multiple contour integral
φ(l)m (z) =
1
[1][2] · · · [l −m]
∮
dw1
∮
dw2 · · ·
∮
dwl−m
×[· · · [ [φ(l)l (z), J−(w1)]q, J−(w2)]q2 · · ·J−(wl−m)]ql−m . (3.7)
We will call these operators (3.6), (3.7) as “elementary vertex operators”. A salient
feature of these operators is that they are determined solely from the commutation relation
with bosonized Uq(ŝl2 ) currents; this is completely independent of which infinite dimensional
modules they intertwine3.
Before discussing the relation between “elementary q-vertex operators” and bona-fide ver-
tex operators, we need to clarify on which space these bosonized operators are acting.
3 These elementary q-vertex operators are determined from a part of the intertwining properties, but it is
very likely that they enjoy all of these properties.
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4 Fock Module, Screening Charge and Correlation
Function
In this section, we define the Fock module of bosons on which the Uq(ŝl2 ) currents J
3(z), J±(z),
and the elementary q-vertex operators φ(l)m (z) act. All the integrable highest weight modules
are constructed in this Fock module. Further the q-vertex operators as the intertwiner among
these modules are obtained.
4.1 Fock module and Highest Weight Module From the observation that[
J3(z), b˜0 + c˜0
]
= 0,
[
J±(z), b˜0 + c˜0
]
= 0,
[
φ(l)m (z), b˜0 + c˜0
]
= 0, (4.1)
we can restrict the full Fock module of the boson a, b, and c to the sector such that the
eigenvalue of the operator b˜0 + c˜0 is equal to 0. This requirement does not conflict with any
other conditions we shall impose.4
Let us introduce a vacuum vector | 0 〉 which has the following properties:
an | 0 〉 = 0, bn | 0 〉 = 0, cn | 0 〉 = 0, n ≥ 0.
Define the vectors | r, s 〉 by
| r, s 〉 := exp
{
r
Qa
k + 2
+ s
Qb +Qc
2
}
| 0 〉 , (4.2)
where r ∈ 1
2
Z, s ∈ Z.
Let F be a free Q(q) module generated by {a−1, a−2, · · · , b−1, b−2, · · · , c−1, c−2, · · ·}. Now
we define the Fock modules Fr,s as
Fr,s := F | r, s 〉 .
We can regard the currents J3(z), J±(z), JS(z), and q-vertex operators φ(l)m (z) as the fol-
lowing maps:
J3(z) : Fr,s → Fr,s,
J±(z) : Fr,s → Fr,s∓1,
φ(l)m (z) : Fr,s → Fr+l/2,s+l−m,
(4.3)
We can check that | i/2, 0 〉 satisfies the highest weight condition
t1 | i/2, 0 〉 = qi | i/2, 0 〉 , t0 | i/2, 0 〉 = qk−i | i/2, 0 〉 , e0 | i/2, 0 〉 = 0, e1 | i/2, 0 〉 = 0.
4 This kind of decoupling is well known in CFT when we bosonize fermionic ghosts [17].
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Thus we can identify
| λi 〉 = | i/2, 0 〉 .
We construct the left highest weight representations V (λi) of Uq(ŝl2 ) as follows
5
V (λi) := Uq(ŝl2 ) |λi 〉 .
Proposition 4.1 Using this highest weight vector, we can embed the left highest weight mod-
ule V (λi) in the Fock modules as follows:
V (λi) →֒
⊕
s∈Z
Fi/2,s. (4.4)
We can not simply use the vector | r, s 〉 , s 6= 0, as the highest weight vector since e1 | r, s 〉
does not vanish.
4.2 Screening Charge We see that due to nontrivial charge assignment, naive composition
of elementary vertex operators does not define a map between highest weight modules defined
in the previous section. This conundrum is solved by introducing screening charge.
Let us define the screening operator JS(z) as follows [8]:
JS(z) = − :
[
1∂z exp
{
− c
(
2
∣∣∣∣ q−k−2z; 0)}]
× exp
{
− b
(
2
∣∣∣∣ q−k−2z;−1) − a(k + 2 ∣∣∣∣ q−2z;−k + 22
)}
: .
(4.5)
Then we get the following:[
J3n, J
S(z)
]
= 0,[
J+n , J
S(z)
]
= 0,[
J−n , J
S(z)
]
= k+2∂z
[
zn : exp
{
− a
(
k + 2
∣∣∣∣ q−2z; k + 22
)}
:
]
,
(4.6)
for all n ∈ Z.
For p ∈ C, |p| < 1, and s ∈ C×, the Jackson integral is defined as∫ s∞
0
dpt f(t) = s(1− p)
∞∑
m=−∞
f(spm)pm,
whenever the RHS converges [18].
Note that the RHS of (4.6) is a total p = q2(k+2) difference. Therefore, the following
Jackson integral of the screening operator (screening charge)∫ s∞
0
dpt J
S(t) (4.7)
5 As is well known in CFT, f2i+11 | i/2, 0 〉 = 0 but fk−2i+10 | i/2, 0 〉 6= 0. So our module is reducible.
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commutes with all the generators of Uq(ŝl2 ) exactly.
The screening operator enjoys the same relations[
JS(z), b˜0 + c˜0
]
= 0, (4.8)
as (4.1), and is a map among Fock modules as follows
JS(z) : Fr,s → Fr−1,s−1. (4.9)
We want to construct a Uq(ŝl2 )-homomorphism V (λ)→ V (µ)⊗ V (l)z . Let us consider the
following combination of operators
JS(t1)J
S(t2) · · ·JS(tl−m)φ(l)m (z) : Fr,s → Fr−l/2+m,s.
By performing Jackson integral of this operator we obtain a Uq(ŝl2 )-linear map∑
m
∫ s1∞
0
dpt1J
S(t1) · · ·
∫ sl−m∞
0
dptl−mJ
S(tl−m)φ
(l)
m (z)⊗ v(l)m : V (λ)→ V (µ)⊗ V (l)z ,
for arbitrary λ, µ ∈ Pk. Note that this operator depends on k and l but is independent of
the choice of λ, µ. Since we fixed the normalization of q-vertex operator in (3.3), we have to
choose an appropriate normalization factor for each λ, µ ∈ Pk and V (l).
Now we are in a position to state our main proposition :
Proposition 4.2 The q-vertex operator is bosonized as
Φ˜µV
(l)
λ (z) =
l∑
m=0
Φ˜µV
(l)
λm (z)⊗ v(l)m , (4.10)
where
Φ˜µV
(l)
λm (z) = g
µV (l)
λ (z)
∫ s1∞
0
dpt1J
S(t1) · · ·
∫ sl−m∞
0
dptl−mJ
S(tl−m)φ
(l)
m (z), (4.11)
and gµV
(l)
λ (z) is the normalization factor mentioned above.
N -point function of the q-vertex operators is by definition the expectation value of the
composition
ΦµNVNµN−1 (zN) ◦ · · · ◦ Φµ1V1µ0 (z1) : V (µ0)→ V (µN)⊗ V (lN )zN ⊗ · · · ⊗ V (l1)z1 . (4.12)
As a corollary of Proposition 4.2 we have
Proposition 4.3 If we expand N-point function of q-vertex operators as
〈µN |ΦµNVNµN−1 (zN) ◦ · · · ◦ Φµ1V1µ0 (z1) |µ0 〉
=
∑
m1,...,mN
fm1,...,mN (z1, · · · , zN ) v(lN )mN ⊗ · · · ⊗ v(l1)m1 ∈ V (lN ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ V (lN ),
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where µ0, · · · , µN ∈ Pk, then each component has the following integral form
fm1,...,mN (z1, · · · , zN ) =
N∏
i=1
z
∆µi−∆µi−1
i g
µiVi
µi−1
(zi)×
×〈µN |
∫ s(N)1 ∞
0
dpt
(N)
1 J
S(t
(N)
1 ) · · ·
∫ s(N)
lN−mN
∞
0
dpt
(N)
lN−mN
JS(t
(N)
lN−mN
)φ(lN )mN (zN )
× · · · · · ·
×
∫ s(1)1 ∞
0
dpt
(1)
1 J
S(t
(1)
1 ) · · ·
∫ s(1)
l1−m1
∞
0
dpt
(1)
l1−m1
JS(t
(1)
l1−m1
)φ(l1)m1 (z1) |µ0 〉 . (4.13)
5 Calculation of Two-Point Function
In what follows we denote V := V (1) = Cv+⊕Cv−, and z := z1/z2, for short. Let Ψ(z1, z2) ∈
V ⊗ V ⊗ z3/4(k+2)Q(q)[[z]] be the following two-point function
Ψ(z1, z2) := 〈λ0 |Φλ0Vλ1 (z2) ◦ Φλ1Vλ0 (z1) |λ0 〉 , (5.1)
where,
Φλ1Vλ0 (z1) = z
3/4(k+2)Φ˜λ1Vλ0 (z1), Φ
λ0V
λ1
(z2) = z
−3/4(k+2)Φ˜λ0Vλ1 (z2).
In this section by evaluating this correlation function, we prove Proposition 4.3 for N =
2, l1 = l2 = 1, and k ∈ Z>0.
5.1 Jackson Integral Formula for Two-Point Function From Proposition 4.2 q-VOs
have the following bosonization
Φ˜λ1Vλ0 (z1) = g
λ1V
λ0
(z1) (φ+(z1)⊗ v+ + φ−(z1)⊗ v−) , (5.2)
Φ˜λ0Vλ1 (z2) = g
λ0V
λ1
(z2)
∫ s∞
0
dpt J
S(t) (φ+(z2)⊗ v+ + φ−(z2)⊗ v−) , (5.3)
where, φ+(zi) = φ
(1)
0 (zi), and φ−(zi) = φ
(1)
1 (zi) (i = 1, 2).
Here gλ1Vλ0 (z1) = 1 and g
λ0V
λ1
(z2) =: g(z2) are the normalization factors of Φ˜
λ1V
λ0
(z1) and
Φ˜λ0Vλ1 (z2), respectively. Explicitly, (as for detail calculation, see Appendix B.)
g(z2) = −q−2−(k+8)/2(k+2)z−1/2(k+2)2
[∫ s∞
0
dpt t
−1−2/(k+2) (p
2qz2/t; p)∞
(pq−1z2/t; p)∞
]−1
, (5.4)
where, p = q2(k+2), and
(a; q)∞ :=
∞∏
n=0
(1− aqn).
Since the vertex operators preserve the weight modulo δ we have
Ψ(z1, z2) = f1(z1, z2)v+ ⊗ v− + f2(z1, z2)v− ⊗ v+.
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Using the free boson representation of the q-vertex operators we can rewrite f1(z1, z2) as
f1(z1, z2) = z
3/4(k+2)g(z2)
∫ s∞
0
dpt 〈λ0 | JS(t)φ+(z2)φ−(z1) |λ0 〉 (5.5)
= z3/4(k+2)g(z2)
∫ s∞
0
dpt
∮
dw
2π
√−1 〈λ0 | J
S(t)[φ−(z2), J
−(w)]qφ−(z1) |λ0 〉 .
Thanks to the formulae of the OPE given in Appendix A we obtain
f1(z1, z2) = z
3/4(k+2)g(z2)
∫ s∞
0
dpt
{∮
qk+3z2
dw
2π
√−1 〈λ0 | J
S(t)φ−(z2)J
−(w)φ−(z1) |λ0 〉
− q
∮
qk+3zi,i=1,2
dw
2π
√−1 〈λ0 | J
S(t)J−(w)φ−(z2)φ−(z1) |λ0 〉
}
= −q1+4/(k+2)z3/4(k+2)g(z2)G(z1, z2)
∫ s∞
0
dpt ϕ1(z1, z2, t), (5.6)
where G(z1, z2) comes from OPE of the q-vertex operators
φ−(z2)φ−(z1) = G(z1, z2) : φ−(z2)φ−(z1) :,
G(z1, z2) = (q
kz2)
1/2(k+2)
∞∏
m=1
(pmz; q4)∞(p
mq4z; q4)∞
(pmq2z; q4)2∞
, (5.7)
while, the integrand of the Jackson integral is given as follows:
ϕ1(z1, z2, t) = qt
−1−2/(k+2) (qp
2z1/t; p)∞(qp
2z2/t; p)∞
(q−1p2z1/t; p)∞(q−1pz2/t; p)∞
. (5.8)
Let us check that f1(z1, z2) depends upon z = z1/z2 only and hence we may denote
f1(z1, z2) = f1(z). Using the freedom of redefinition t 7→ z2t in the Jackson integral, we can
rewrite
g(z2) = −q−2−(k+8)/2(k+2)z3/2(k+2)2
[∫ s∞
0
dpt t
−1−2/(k+2) (p
2q/t; p)∞
(pq−1/t; p)∞
]−1
, (5.9)
∫ s∞
0
dpt ϕ1(z1, z2, t) = qz
−2/(k+2)
2
∫ s∞
0
dpt t
−1−2/(k+2) (p
2qz/t; p)∞(p
2q/t; p)∞
(p2q−1z/t; p)∞(pq−1/t; p)∞
. (5.10)
Therefore we can regard f1(z1, z2) as a function of z:
f1(z) = z
3/4(k+2)
∞∏
m=1
(pmz; q4)∞(p
mq4z; q4)∞
(pmq2z; q4)2∞
×
×
∫ s∞
0
dpt t
−1−2/(k+2) (p
2qz/t; p)∞(p
2q/t; p)∞
(p2q−1z/t; p)∞(pq−1/t; p)∞∫ s∞
0
dpt t
−1−2/(k+2) (p
2q/t; p)∞
(pq−1/t; p)∞
. (5.11)
Let us repeat the same argument with respect to f2(z1, z2).
f2(z1, z2) = z
3/4(k+2)g(z2)
∫ s∞
0
dpt 〈λ0 | JS(t)φ−(z2)φ+(z1) |λ0 〉 (5.12)
= z3/4(k+2)g(z2)
∫ s∞
0
dpt
∮
dw
2π
√−1 〈λ0 | J
S(t)φ−(z2)[J
−(w), φ−(z1)]q |λ0 〉 .
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Similarly we have
f2(z1, z2) = −q1+4/(k+2)z3/4(k+2)g(z2)G(z1, z2)
∫ s∞
0
dpt ϕ2(z1, z2, t), (5.13)
where,
ϕ2(z1, z2, t) = t
−1−2/(k+2) (qp
2z1/t; p)∞(qpz2/t; p)∞
(q−1pz1/t; p)∞(q−1pz2/t; p)∞
. (5.14)
Thus we obtain
f2(z) = q
−1z3/4(k+2)
∞∏
m=1
(pmz; q4)∞(p
mq4z; q4)∞
(pmq2z; q4)2∞
×
×
∫ s∞
0
dpt t
−1−2/(k+2) (p
2qz/t; p)∞(pq/t; p)∞
(pq−1z/t; p)∞(pq−1/t; p)∞∫ s∞
0
dpt t
−1−2/(k+2) (p
2q/t; p)∞
(pq−1/t; p)∞
. (5.15)
Note that z−3/4(k+2)fi(z) is analytic around z = 0 (i = 1, 2).
5.2 q-KZ Equation Now we show that the q-difference system for f1(z1, z2), f2(z1, z2) gives
the q-KZ equation for two-point function. Let us study the effect of p-shift z1 7→ z1, z2 7→ pz2.
The change of fi(z1, z2) results from z
3/4(k+2), G(z1, z2) and φi(z1, z2, t). (i = 1, 2.) First
G(z1, z2) transforms as follows:
G(z1, pz2) = q
1/2ρ(pz)G(z1, z2), (5.16)
where,
ρ(z) = q−1/2
(q2z; q4)2∞
(qz; q4)∞(q4z; q4)∞
, (5.17)
is precisely the same factor appeared in the image of the universal R matrix of Uq(ŝl2 ) [2].
Next the contribution from the Jackson integral is given as follows: (See Appendix C, as for
detail.) (∫ s∞
0
dpt ϕ1(z1, pz2, t),
∫ s∞
0
dpt ϕ2(z1, pz2, t)
)
=
(∫ s∞
0
dpt ϕ1(z1, z2, t),
∫ s∞
0
dpt ϕ2(z1, z2, t)
)
R(pz), (5.18)
where,
R(z) =
1
1− q2z
 1− z q−1 − q
(q−3 − q−1)z q−2(1− z)
 , (5.19)
is just the zero-weight part of the R matrix of the six vertex model up to a similarity trans-
formation.
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By combining eqs. (5.16), (5.18), (5.19), and the factor from z3/4(k+2) we obtain f1(pz)
f2(pz)
 = ρ(pz)
1− pq2z
 q2(1− pz) pq−1(1− q2)z
q(1− q2) (1− zp)
 f1(z)
f2(z)
 . (5.20)
It coincides with the q-KZ equation [2] for the two-point function.
This recursion formula implies
qf1(pz) + f2(pz) = ρ(pz)(qf1(z) + f2(z)).
Compare the coefficients of z3/4(k+2) of both sides of (5), then we obtain
qf1(z) + f2(z) = 0.
Therefore we have q-difference equation of the first order
f1(pz)
f1(z)
= q3/2
(pq−2z; q4)∞(pq
6z; q4)∞
(pqz; q4)∞(pq4z; q4)∞
, (5.21)
f2(z) = −qf1(z). (5.22)
In particular if we put k = 1, by solving the above q-difference equation we have
Ψ(z1, z2) = z
1/4 (q
6z; q4)∞
(q4z; q4)∞
(v+ ⊗ v− − qv− ⊗ v+), (5.23)
which reproduces the known results6.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we discuss a bosonization of q-vertex operator on the basis of the Fock repre-
sentation of Uq(ŝl2 ). We propose an integral formula for N -point functions of the q-vertex
operators with the help of the screening charges. Matsuo [19] and Reshetikhin [20] have ob-
tained integral formulae from the viewpoint of the q-KZ equation. The relations among these
three integral formulae should be clarified.
After performing all the residue calculus of two-point function, we have Jackson integral
of Jordan-Pochhammer type [21] [18]. It is intriguing that the scalar factor which arises in the
image of the universal R matrix naturally appears in the OPE of elementary vertex operators.
We would like to check all the intertwining properties of the elementary q-vertex oper-
ators for general case. The analogy with CFT is quite remarkable; we can deform ŝl2 cur-
rents, screening current, and vertex operators a` la Tsuchiya-Kanie [22]. However, we have no
6We use the opposite ordering of two V s to that of ref. [5].
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counterpart of Virasoro algebra, and the meaning of the spectral parameters of the q-vertex
operators is not yet obvious.
Recently Matsuo [23] constructed another bosonization of U ′q(ŝl2 ). It is interesting to
investigate the connection between his bosonization and ours. After completing this work we
received a preprint by Abada et al. [24].
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A Operator Product Expansion Formulae
In this appendix we list the operator product expansion formulae among the Uq(ŝl2 )-current
J−(z), the screening current JS(z) and the elementary q-vertex operator φ
(l)
l (z).
We split J−(z) into two parts
J−(z) ≡ 1
(q − q−1)z
{
J−I (z)− J−II (z)
}
,
J−I (z) = : exp
{
a
(
k + 2
∣∣∣∣ qkz;−k + 22
)
− a
(
k + 2
∣∣∣∣ q−2z; k + 22
)
+ b
(
2
∣∣∣∣ z;−1) + c(2 ∣∣∣∣ q−1z; 0)} :,
J−II (z) = : exp
{
a
(
k + 2
∣∣∣∣ q−k−4z;−k + 22
)
− a
(
k + 2
∣∣∣∣ q−2z; k + 22
)
+ b
(
2
∣∣∣∣ q−2k−4z;−1) + c(2 ∣∣∣∣ q−2k−3z; 0)} : .
Similarly, we put
JS(z) ≡ − 1
(q − q−1)z
{
JSI (z)− JSII(z)
}
,
JSI (z) = : exp
{
− a
(
k + 2
∣∣∣∣ q−2z;−k + 22
)
− b
(
2
∣∣∣∣ q−k−2z;−1) − c(2 ∣∣∣∣ q−k−1z; 0)
}
:,
JSII(z) = : exp
{
− a
(
k + 2
∣∣∣∣ q−2z;−k + 22
)
− b
(
2
∣∣∣∣ q−k−2z;−1) − c(2 ∣∣∣∣ q−k−3z; 0)
}
: .
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J−I (z)φ
(l)
l (w) =
qlz − qk+2w
z − ql+k+2w : J
−
I (z)φ
(l)
l (w) : |z| > qk+2−l|w|
J−II (z)φ
(l)
l (w) = q
−l : J−II (z)φ
(l)
l (w) :
φ
(l)
l (w)J
−
I (z) = : φ
(l)
l (w)J
−
I (z) :
φ
(l)
l (w)J
−
II (z) =
w − q−l−k−2z
w − ql−k−2z : φ
(l)
l (w)J
−
II (z) : |w| > q−l−k−2|z|
(A.1)
JSI (w)J
−
I (z) = q
−1 : J−I (z)J
S
I (w) :
JSI (w)J
−
II (z) =
q−1w − q−k−1z
w − q−k−2z : J
−
II (z)J
S
I (w) : |w| > q−k−2|z|
JSII(w)J
−
I (z) =
qw − qk+1z
w − qk+2z : J
−
I (z)J
S
II(w) : |w| > qk|z|
JSII(w)J
−
II (z) = q : J
−
II (z)J
S
II(w) :
(A.2)
J−I (z)J
S
I (w) = q
−1 : J−I (z)J
S
I (w) :
J−I (z)J
S
II(w) =
q−1z − q−k−1w
z − q−k−2w : J
−
I (z)J
S
II(w) : |z| > q−k−2|w|
J−II (z)J
S
I (w) =
qz − qk+1w
z − qk+2w : J
−
II (z)J
S
I (w) : |z| > qk|w|
J−II (z)J
S
II(w) = q : J
−
II (z)J
S
II(w) :
(A.3)
JSI (z)φ
(l)
l (w) =
(qlpw/z; p)∞
(q−lpw/z; p)∞
(q−2z)−l/2(k+2) : JSI (z)φ
(l)
l (w) : |z| > q−lp|w|
JSII(z)φ
(l)
l (w) =
(qlpw/z; p)∞
(q−lpw/z; p)∞
(q−2z)−l/2(k+2) : JSII(z)φ
(l)
l (w) : |z| > q−lp|w|
φ
(l)
l (w)J
S
I (z) =
(qlw/z; p)∞
(q−lw/z; p)∞
(qkw)−l/2(k+2) : JSI (z)φ
(l)
l (w) : |w| > q−l|z|
φ
(l)
l (w)J
S
II(z) =
(qlw/z; p)∞
(q−lw/z; p)∞
(qkw)−l/2(k+2) : JSII(z)φ
(l)
l (w) : |w| > q−l|z|
(A.4)
φ
(l)
l (z)φ
(l)
l (w) = (q
kz)l
2/2(k+2)
∞∏
m=1
(pmq2(1−l)w/z; q4)∞(p
mq2(1+l)w/z; q4)∞
(pmq2w/z; q4)2∞
: φ
(l)
l (z)φ
(l)
l (w) :
(A.5)
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B Normalization of q-Vertex Operators
Here we consider the normalization of the following VOs
Φ˜λ1 V
(1)
λ0
(z) : V (λ0) → V (λ1)⊗ V (1)z ,
Φ˜λ0 V
(1)
λ1
(z) : V (λ1) → V (λ0)⊗ V (1)z .
(B.1)
These VOs have the following leading terms
Φ˜λ1 V
(1)
λ0
(z) | λ0 〉 = |λ1 〉 ⊗ v− + · · · ,
Φ˜λ0 V
(1)
λ1
(z) | λ1 〉 = |λ0 〉 ⊗ v+ + · · · .
(B.2)
These VOs are bosonized as
Φ˜λ1 V
(1)
λ0
(z) = gλ1 V
(1)
λ0
(z) [φ+(z)⊗ v+ + φ−(z)⊗ v−] ,
Φ˜λ0 V
(1)
λ1
(z) = gλ0 V
(1)
λ1
(z)
[∫ s∞
0
dpt J
S(t) φ+(z)⊗ v+ +
∫ s∞
0
dpt J
S(t) φ−(z)⊗ v−
]
.
(B.3)
We can get these normalization functions gλ1 V
(1)
λ0
(z), gλ0 V
(1)
λ1
(z) by calculating the leading
term explicitly.
First we have
φ−(z) | 0, 0 〉
= : exp
{
a
(
1; 2, k + 2
∣∣∣∣ qkz; k + 22
)}
: | 0, 0 〉
= | 1/2, 0 〉+ · · · ,
(B.4)
then we get
gλ1 V
(1)
λ0
(z) = 1. (B.5)
Next we can see∫ s∞
0
dpt J
S(t) φ+(z) | 1/2, 0 〉
=
∫ s∞
0
dpt J
S(t)
∫ dw
2π
√−1
[
φ−(z), J
−(w)
]
q
exp
{
Qa
2(k + 2)
}
| 0, 0 〉
= −q2+(k+8)/2(k+2)z1/2(k+2)
∫ s∞
0
dpt t
−1−2/(k+2) (qp
2z/t; p)∞
(q−1pz/t; p)∞
| 0, 0 〉+ · · · ,
(B.6)
likewise. Then in this case
gλ0 V
(1)
λ1
(z) = −q−2−(k+8)/2(k+2)z−1/2(k+2)
[∫ s∞
0
dpt t
−1−2/(k+2) (qp
2z/t; p)∞
(q−1pz/t; p)∞
]−1
(B.7)
holds.
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C Difference Properties of Jackson Integrals
In this appendix, we calculate the difference system satisfied by the following functions:∫ s∞
0
dpt ϕ1(z1, z2, t),
∫ s∞
0
dpt ϕ2(z1, z2, t), (C.1)
where ϕ1(z1, z2, t), and ϕ2(z1, z2, t) are given as
ϕ1(z1, z2, t) = q
(qp2z1/t; p)∞(qp
2z2/t; p)∞
(q−1p1z1/t; p)∞(q−1p2z2/t; p)∞
t−1−2/(k+2),
ϕ2(z1, z2, t) =
(qpz1/t; p)∞(qp
2z2/t; p)∞
(q−1pz1/t; p)∞(q−1pz2/t; p)∞
t−1−2/(k+2).
(C.2)
We note that these functions are the Jackson integrals of Jordan-Pochhammer type. For the
general theory of the difference system for the Jackson integrals of Jordan-Pochhammer type,
we refer the reader to [21][18].
To find the difference equation, we use the following identity:∫ s∞
0
dpt ϕi(z1, z2, t) =
∫ s∞
0
dpt pϕi(z1, z2, pt). (C.3)
Since we have
pϕ1(z1, pz2, pt) = pϕ1(z1, z2, pt)
1− pz
1− pq2z + ϕ2(z1, z2, t)
(1− q2)pq−3z
1− pq2z ,
pϕ2(z1, pz2, pt) = pϕ1(z1, z2, pt)
(1− q2)q−1
1− pq2z + ϕ2(z1, z2, t)
(1− zp)q−2
1− pq2z ,
(C.4)
we get the following difference equation:( ∫ s∞
0
dpt ϕ1(z1, pz2, t),
∫ s∞
0
dpt ϕ2(z1, pz2, t)
)
=
( ∫ s∞
0
dpt ϕ1(z1, z2, t),
∫ s∞
0
dpt ϕ2(z1, z2, t)
)
1− pz
1− pq2z
(1− q2)q−1
1− pq2z
(1− q2)pq−3z
1− pq2z
(1− zp)q−2
1− pq2z
 .
(C.5)
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